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THE ROAD TO
BEST PRACTICE
2010 TRAINER
CONFERENCE IS
COMING TO YOU!

To decrease your time
and expenses, the 2010
Conference is being held
at three strategic locations
across the state

CENTRAL OHIO/ COLUMBUS:     Monday, March 8, 2010
WESTERN OHIO/DAYTON:
    Monday, May 24, 2010  
NORTHERN OHIO/CLEVELAND:     Tuesday, June 15, 2010

Each location will host the same workshop and conference activities.
Registration begins at 8:30 followed by a presentation by Beth Ann Rodriguez, MSW, and Stacey Saunders, PhD(c),
MSSA, LISW, entitled, Evidence In The OCWTP: The Road To Best Practice In Child Welfare Training. They will use
practical examples and everyday experiences to help you:
•
•
•
•
•

Locate relevant and reliable information for use in learning activities
Evaluate your existing sources to determine the level of evidence
Evaluate new sources to determine the level of evidence
Incorporate new and existing information into your learning activities
Better understand evidence-based practice as it relates to child welfare

Lunch will be provided and three trainers will be named a “Rising Star” and one outstanding trainer will receive the
Linda Pope award. A structured networking activity from 4pm to 5pm will be offered to trainers wanting to interact
with RTC staff and fellow trainers.
Registration is required and is only open to OCWTP trainers and staff. You may attend more than one location;
however, licensure credit (4.5 hours) can only be claimed once.

Register today at http://OCWTP.2010TrainerConference.sgizmo.com

Three Things All Trainers Need to Know About
Ohio’s Comprehensive Assessment Planning Model (CAPMIS)
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CAPMIS provides a casework model that guides how a worker assesses a child’s safety
throughout the life of a case.
Regardless of the stage of the case (intake, ongoing, case reviews, reunification, etc.), the issue of child
safety is assessed and reassessed at every family contact. Although a reassessment of safety is included in
many of the tools, it is now also being considered a “stand-alone” tool to be completed for any change in
the child’s safety, regardless of whether a particular CAPMIS tool is due. This is an important clarification
within CAPMIS and is very consistent with the concept of assessing safety throughout the life of case.
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CAPMIS represents a structured decision-making process.
While workers gather assessment information to record on CAPMIS tools (and ultimately enter into
SACWIS), each tool is intended to inform a case decision. For example, the purpose of a safety assessment
is to determine if the child is in serious and imminent harm and therefore requires an intervention. The
purpose of a family strengths and needs assessment is to determine services for case planning to prevent
recurrence of maltreatment and assure permanence. Each tool is intended to guide particular decisions
rather than to validate a decision that has already been made.

Many workshops within the OCWPT will touch on CAPMIS issues in some manner.
Engaging families, interviewing clients, providing casework services, working with caregivers, etc. all
support fundamental knowledge and skills in CAPMIS processes, terms, data gathering, and case decisionmaking. Trainers have several options to learning more about CAPMIS and risk assessment. CAPMIS Tools
and curriculum resources can be accessed via IBackup. Contact Kelley Gruber if you need assistance at
kgruber@ihs-trainet.com. For general information on risk assessment, contact Susan Yingling at syingling@
ihs-trainet.com for a copy of a chapter written by IHS director, Dr. Ron Hughes and IHS Program manager,
Dr. Judy Rycus entitled, Assessing Risk Throughout the Life of a Child Welfare Case. The chapter is taken
from Child Welfare Research, edited by Duncan Lindsey and Aron Shlonsky (2008), Oxford University
Press.
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Applause and Recognition

The OWTP and IHS Staff Support Ohio’s Historic Adoption Advocacy Event
Thanks to all who helped support the Adoption
Advocacy Event in November. The event
was a wonderful demonstration of statewide
collaboration between public and private
adoption advocates. The speakers were dynamic,
the emotional climate among attendees was
charged, and the weather was perfect. Over
600 picture frames, as seen in the photo above,
were collected from supporters around the state
and used to display children and youth waiting
for placement. Immediately following the noon
program, members from the audience helped
hand-deliver a special letter prepared by OFCA
along with photos and descriptions of Ohio’s
waiting youth to state legislators.   RTCs served
as drop-off locations for many of the picture
frames donated by the county agencies and other
organizations. The OCWTP is proud to have
been a part of this historic event. In light of all
the gloom and doom of a bad economy and its
devastating impact on the well-being of families
and children, this event was certainly a ray of
sunshine.

Senator Kearney addressing the crowd
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Trainer’s Workbook for Siblings in Foster Care is Published
Regina Kupecky has a new workbook for siblings
in foster care entitled, A Foster-Adoption Story:
Angela and Michael’s Journey: A Therapeutic
Workbook for Traumatized Children. This
workbook tells the story of a brother and sister
experiencing abuse, neglect, multiple foster
care moves, sibling separation, and eventually
adoption. The workbook helps caregivers and
children discuss difficult topics; issues like abuse,
neglect, birth parents, and loyalty conflicts.
Children can color the pictures as they wish
and share their feelings as they go along. This
workbook will be a useful therapeutic tool to help
children process their experiences and grief along
the path to healing.

Dr. Ronald Hughes Honored
Dr. Ronald Hughes, Director and co-founder of the Institute for
Human Services (IHS), was honored on October 23, 2009 with a
Lifetime Achievement award from the Ohio Psychological Association. This award honors psychologists who advance psychology
as a science and/or profession by a lifetime of 25 years or more of
outstanding contributions.
Dr. Ronald C. Hughes has spent the past 35 years helping public
child welfare agencies achieve their mission of ensuring safety
and permanence for abused and neglected children and has been
a consistent leader in the integration of psychology with other
professions on behalf of abused and neglected children.
He has advanced degrees in both social work and psychology
and has worked throughout his career to integrate principles of
psychology into the direct, day-to-day practice of child welfare
work.
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TRAINER TIPS

Adapted from article written by Kathy Sierra of the Creating Passionate Users blog at http://headrush.typepad.com

Kathy Sierra wrote a great post on the “Whats” and “Hows” of being a good trainer worth repeating for not
only new trainers but for seasoned veterans as well. Here are some of our favorites:
1) Keep lecture to the absolute minimum.
If you’re short on time--always cut the lecture, not the exercises! Most classroom-based instruction can be
dramatically improved by reducing the amount of content. In most cases, it’s more important that learners
leave able to DO something with their new knowledge and skills, than that they leave simply KNOWING
more. Give them the skills to be able to continue learning on their own.
2) Be prepared to manage multiple skill and knowledge levels in the same classroom!
If possible, assess knowledge and skill levels before training by phone or email. If you don’t have access
to students prior to the class, learn as much as you can during introductions! Acknowledge different levels
right up front. Advanced students can be angered when they think you don’t realize or appreciate their
level. By acknowledging it, you recognize their abilities and set the stage for having them act as mentors to
the others.
Have multiple versions of exercises! Have a “base” level of activities that everyone must complete, but
have additional challenging options so that advanced learners aren’t growing bored or frustrated waiting for
others to finish.
3) Do group exercises whenever possible, no matter what you’ve heard.
There are many excuses for not doing group exercises, but they are simply not true. There is a social
component to learning. Exercises should feel relevant! They should not feel like busy work or strictly
practice. Use groups of no more than three to five to engage everyone. Also remember to eavesdrop on
groups and make sure they’re on the right track. Drop hints or give pointers if they’re veering into an
unproductive approach.
4) Leave your ego at the door. This is not about you.
It’s far more important that you know what your learners know and what they have done, than your
learners know about you. The best way to let learners know what you’ve done is in the context of a
question someone asks, where you simply say, “Well here’s how I solved that when I was working at....” it’s
even better if you can say something like, “Well here’s how one of my clients or co-workers solved it...”
5) Try never to talk more than 10-15 minutes without doing something interactive. Saying, “Any
questions?” does not count as interaction!
Whether it’s a group exercise, a lab, using the Classroom Performance System for a polling question, or a
paper and pencil exercise ... get learners doing rather than listening. Be sure, however, that the interaction
isn’t perceived as a waste of time – make it meaningful.
6) Don’t assume that just because you said it, they got it and don’t assume that just because you said
it five minutes ago, they remember it now.
It often takes between three to five repeated exposures before the brain remembers. This doesn’t mean
repeating the same material over and over, but take the extra time to reinforce earlier topics in the context
of the new things you’re talking about. Great trainers know how to slip in the redundancy where content is
explored again but from a different angle.
7) It’s not about what you do. It’s how your learners feel about what they can do as a result of the
learning experience.
Rather than think of yourself as a teacher, try to think of yourself as “a person who creates learning
experiences or helps others learn.” In other words, put a lot more emphasis on the learning and a lot less
emphasis on the teaching.
To read Sierra’s full post, go to: http://headrush.typepad.com/creating_passionate_users/2005/07/ten_tips_for_ne.html
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REGIONAL NEWS

Northwest Ohio Regional Training Center
The NWORTC welcomes Naomi Venia! Naomi joined NWORTC staff
on December 14, 2009. We are very excited about her arrival. Naomi’s
previous experience includes maintaining computerized county staff
records, billing, invoicing, and inventory control. She has also done event
coordination. Naomi is a welcome addition to the training center.

East Central Ohio Regional Training Center
ECORTC welcomes Christopher Hannahs to their RTC team. Chris replaced Connie McVey as ECORTC’s
assistant training coordinator, and has over 7 years of intake and ongoing casework experience. He lives
in Barnesville, Ohio with his wife and two children and is a veteran of the armed forces. Chris will be
responsible for scheduling caseworker and supervisor training as well as assisting with scheduling Foster Care
trainings. Until email is established you can contact Chris by calling the RTC at 740-432-2355.
ECORTC will host the 16 Annual Supervisory Conference in Sugarcreek, Ohio on March 4 -5, 2010.
Trainers are welcome to attend the conference. To register and get information about sessions offered you
can call ECORTC at 740-432-2355 or go to: http://www.ocwtp.net/PDFs/ECORTC/Supervisory%20Conf%20
2010%20Brochure.pdf .
Guernsey County Children Services, ECORTC’s host agency, recently passed Accreditation through the
Council on Accreditation (COA). To date, three of ECORTC’s ten counties are now accredited through COA
-Tuscarawas, Coshocton, and Guernsey Counties.

Southwest Ohio Regional Training Center
The SWORTC is hosting the TEDS Consortium on behalf of the Ohio Child Welfare Training Program in
March 2010. The consortium is a select group of TEDS learning management system users who come
together two times per year to give direction on the continuous development of the TEDS product. In Ohio,
the TEDS product is called E-Track and will be implemented statewide in 2010. The Paul Brown Stadium
meeting facilities will be used to host the members of consortium from companies such as Verizon, Eastman
Chemical, Steelcase, Chrysler, Dominion, Qwest, Sandia, Mountain States Health Alliance and Intel...
to name a few. Members provide TEDS’s leadership direction on software functionality for future version
releases. Christina Carter (IHS) and Darren Varnado (SWORTC) represent the OCWTP on the Consortium.
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Training Evaluation Surveys

Starting January 1, 2010 the OCWTP began using hard copy versions of the E-Track*
evaluation surveys. There are now 30 different surveys:
•

Eleven different surveys for the eight Caseworker Core Modules and the three
learning labs;

•

Six different surveys for the six Supervisor Core Modules;

•

Ten different surveys for the ten Assessor Tier I and Tier II Modules;

•

One survey for Specialized and Related workshops;

•

One survey for Caregiver workshops; and,

•

One survey for Preservice workshops. Note: preservice evaluation data will be
kept by the RTCs and not entered into E-Track.

From October through December 2009, trainers provided feedback to us on evaluation
survey content, likert scales, and format; much of the feedback was incorporated into
the new surveys. Please take a moment to look at the new evaluation surveys as they are
very, very different from past OCWTP surveys.
All evaluation data (except preservice) collected as of January 1, 2010 will be entered into
E-Track. If you have any questions about the evaluation surveys or the evaluation process,
please contact Pam Quigley at pquigley@ihs-trainet.com.

*E-Track will be the OCWTP’s new online learning management system
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Hold These Training Dates
March 8. 2010
Central Ohio Trainer Conference
March 10, 2010
PowerPoint
April 13, 2010
So You Want To Be A Trainer
April 22-23/May 3-4, 2010  	Culture & Diversity
April 27-29, 2010
Presentation Skills
May 11-12, 2010
Curriculum Development
May 14, 2010
Transfer of Learning
May 24, 2010
Western Ohio Trainer Conference
June 15, 2010
Northern Ohio Trainer Conference
For more information, please contact Debra Sparrow at
dsparrow@ihs-trainet.com or 614-251-6000.
If you want to be trained on the use of the Classroom
Performance System (CPS), please contact Christina Carter at
ccarter@ihs-trainet.com.

E D I T O R I A L S TA F F
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